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1. In paper the spin structure of Реушт.нп шч'п» elei^nia 
of scattering amplitude which describe the interaction -f two rel«-
tivistic particles in one-meson exchange approximntion Ья • .cen 
studied. These matrix elements correspond to some quns1-p-.tential 
by which the interaction is described in the quasi-nolc-ntial o-ethod 
for relativistic two-particle problem proposed by Lognnav snd 

Tfivkhelidze ' ' . In what follows, like in ' , we shall use the 
equation for the wavs function describing the relative motion of 
two relativistic particles with spin 1/2, obtained within the frnme-

/4-6/ work of Kadyshevsky quasi-potential approach 

• n,.tr:--iJ 

or in the case of scattering 

'tyFW (*£ %-jr)if1^ у^ъ + 
' Vv\ ' ' (2) 

In the second approximation in coupling conatant the quasi-potential 
V мГЙ-Е \coincides withtbeFeynmsn matrix element of the scnt-
tering amplitude, that corresponds to diagrams of one-boaon 
exchange. 

In equations (1) and (2) all the momenta of particles 
belong to the maas shell 
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equality (3> defines the three-dimensional manifold of hyperboloid 
on the upper sheet of which the Lobachevsky space is realized. The 
integraf'un in (1) and (2) is uerformed with the volume element on 
hyperboloid , which is the volume element in Lobachevsky space. 

E к. So, it is possible to consider the geometry of the momentum space 
/7/ in equations (1) and (2) to be the Lobachevsky geometry 

In equation (2) with a quasi-potential corresponding to 
one-meson exchange interaction has been transformed to a form in 
which an interaction is described by local in Lobachevaky space 
quasi-potential. The spin structure of such quasi-potential looks 
like a direct geometrical relativistic generalization of the apin 
structure of quantum-mechanical potentials in the sonse of replace
ment of the iiluclidean geometry of momentum space by Lobachevsky 
geometry in relativistic case. 

ТЫ; aim of the present work is to study the spin structure 
of electromagnetic interntion of two relativistic particles with 
the help of method develo;ed in / , We shall restrict ourselves 
to consideration of the electron-positron interaction only, and 
^or the quasi-potential in (1) and (2) we shall take the Feynman 
matrix elements, corresponding to one-photon exchange. As it will be 
ohown later the spin structure of thi3 interaction looks like the 
geometrical relativistic generalization of the spin structure of 
Breit internetion. 

2. Let us consider at first an interaction of two electrons.In 
accordance with the general ги!ез for constructing the quasi-
iotential from the matrix elements of relativistic scattering 
amplitude I » in the second order in coupling constant, 
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to quaai-potential V there corresponds tht m*u rix element of 
the scattering amplitude <£ fS 6JA j T ( *̂ j ̂  %. У » „'nnforsmhle to 
the Feynmsn diagrams on Fig, 1. 

pin" Р**А 

Fig. 1. 

The first diagram describes the"direct" interaction and the 
second - the"exchange" one. Thefmomenta of incoming vhr' icles 
Pl Pi a n d the moments of outgoing particlca fct ̂  >сх belong 
to the centre of iaass sbyate& ( сш.з . ) , i.e, D^ = - s£ - o" • 
$ĉ  - ~ k, - ^ j *-he solid line corresponds tr> a spinor 
particle, the waved lin«- to phntra. Thu» ? for the matrix element 
of the quaai-potential there exists the following represen
tation ( the index ' ' 
coupling constant)* 

& 

тр"пэ the second approximation in the 

M( 
( 4 ) 

v К) I ̂ < *'> = < / л * ̂ T Iг • *' *"*? = 

<pn̂  l №№&>-<?,ъ\Х2(еу 

rfi. 

(S) 

fp* - * * ) г 
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-") 
, , Ww у*Щ ĝ L* V-ify «VgL ..(6) 

Let us consider the part of the quasi-potential, describing the 
direct interaction. 

The Dirac biapinors U (£} t normalized by condition 

гсТ*) v? (*J -«&* 7в-г' с?) 

can be represented аз follows: 

V*($ с $z V.'(o) • (8) 
In spinor representation where Y - matrices are of the 
form: 

r-(°r:) 
( 6"* -Pauli matrices with 6"„ = I 1 ), bispinor in the rrO'.". 

(10) 

rest frame has the form 

where F ^ - two-component spinor with the norm Fs-Tff' 
In this representation the matrix |Sj is diagonal 

* M o H" ' * 
With the help of the matrix ° t=)()[ :(n-i?'] p#-can be 
represented as 

In standard representation, where Y° - ( *Z i , ef matrix has 
tne f o r m л, = ^ J- 0 ^ . The transition from bispinors in spinor rep
resentation to those in standard representation can be performed 
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The matrix H f - '. •'••*••"• ч from j L IA c / (rr ur 
corresponds tothopure Lorentz trans forma tier. A- £ , «hicn 
transforms the reat system of the particle into a system where 
the particle momentum is tc = (\c<i ̂ £ j , i.e. j\g(*~ ») ' (*', .к.'. 
Let us introduce for thê -vector 

л; * the following notation 

Vector /1 = Ic £-> p is the difference of t»o vectors in 
Lobachevaky space, realized on the upper sheet of hyperboloid 
(3). In the nonrelativietic limit it reduces to the usual diffe-
rence of two vectore и л - ic — 7" in the Eucliclenn space. 
So it can be treated as a relati.istic generalization of three-
dimensional momentum transfer vector. 

Two-component apinor £#• " describes the polarizetзon 
ptate of a particle in the rest system of the particle the axes 
of which coincide with the axes of the system where particle mo
mentum is equal to K. . Thus, 5" here is the spin projec
tion on the third axis Kb(£] of the coordinate system connected 
with momentum к 

The quaai-potential V ^./TJ^'JC. ) in equations (1J, 
(2) can be obtained from ^.fefa \ V(E<,)\ &>el%!'7 ЪУ passing 
from bispinore to two- component spinors 

with the help of matrix $ 0 = &~ d
 = _JL ( .Л 
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Now, in expression for й current in (3) we shall make the transi
tion to bispinorS in the rest systems of particles : 

Keeping the definition of Wigner rotation, described by matrix 

( I - is the unity matrix Ч. ® ъ ) (14) takes the form 

Лл application of the well-known formula 

allows us to represent (16) like 

The 4-vector of the relativistic spin Vv ( ?J '"' has the 
following components 

WYfO = i ?f 

and у -matrix in spinor representation is 

У '- l [ о i - ) • < 2 1 > 
From (19) there follows the formula for the current j«i«j.'/F>̂ J: 

* The function 'J? \ V (H- fc)J can be written as 

(1?) 



where •* r 

Let us mention that in nor^elntivit-1 ic limit / 1 ; = \7ы*™+ ^ А " 

takes the form 

/, ~ , ft? -Г) л 

CM) 

and 

12L) 

Making use of (1:4>, Ic.S) end L2D) i.t is easy to find the- r.onrel'i-
tivistic iii\* of the turrrat ;l<i; 

\«c'(p)« ) a A W ? 1- * — - — r - r T l 

From (22), (23) una (1?) th<; symmetry rel ч г ].„... follow 

Relatione (22) m.d (2Г0 allow из to represent the qunai-notential 

General pcrametrization for vector current with the help of 
relativiatic spin vector ia given in ' i u ' . 

*#) 
The difference of the second term of (26) from the anBlogoua 

/13/ expression in followa from the fact that together with the 

traneformation to nonrelativistic limit there haa been done an 

additional tranaformation fro» two-component epinora to "SchrSdin-
ger" amplitudes, i.e. the substitution £ r- Ii - jf_ I j . i 

9 ^ ' J w - W So*-t' 



(5) like: „. 

where, obviously, 

The role of 7/igner rotation, that appears in expression for the 
quasi-potential, can be easily understood if one considers the 
transformation law for the state vector under the Lorentz trans
formation -/L 3 : 

So the matrix of polarisation index transformation depends on the mo
mentum of the state.Therefore,for the matrix element (5) the right 
Indices £2 ̂  a n d left ones6J_ «^ transform under the Lorentz 

transformation in a different way. By the terminology of the 
authors of paper , where this question has been studied, the 
spin indices arc "sitting" on their own momenta. This is based 
on the fact that spin projection on the third axes is defined in 
the rest system of a particle. But, in general, to each momentum 
there corresponds Its own system, so the axes of spin quantization 

has been performed. 
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•Zand ? are different for right and left indices. Tho function 
matches the axes of quantization а/И by Una opcrn-^ tvM "ffTl 

txon it performs the "removing" of 3pin indices from the moraentuic 
jc" to the momentum ip , Thus, the indices &Xj 6}_ and îp.̂ pCf ti.e 

quasi-potential (30) are "sitting" on the same momentum p . 
Let us mention that in the left hand aide of the equations 

U ) and (2) the spin indices of the wave function *"a(fje er н г е 

"sitting" on the momentum es" , and in the right hand aide the spin 
indices of the function Mal^J^l&l a r e "sitting" on the momentum 
-r * 
К . Let us perform now in equations (!) and (2) the transition 
to spin Indices of the ааше nature ,by defining under the sign cf 
integration tho wave function 

spin indices of which 6̂ _ and 6^ are "sitting" on the moment, a 
iT . As a result, the equations (1) and (2) take the form: 

OS 

where all spin Indices in (33) and (34) are "sitting" on the same 
momentum ь . Natural character of this transformation to the 
form (33-34) can be understood when solving the quasi-potential 

¥f 
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equation by the iteration method. Indeed, putting in (2) аз the 
first approximation :r< expression Ь— - Qf ft - ? J \ p A + ^ a 3>*"•»• 5^,> 
describing the free motion, we are to perform in addition the 
"removing" of spin indices S*x a i l d ^ from the momentum Ь 
to the momentum vc .At the same time, when iterating (34) 
we do not need this additional operation, because it is taken into 
account autoiLtit icftlly by the transformation (32). It is easy to 
obt4in an explicit form of the quasi-potential in (03) and (34) 
by substituting into (30) equality (23) and making use of the 
relation*(28). The denominator in (30) can be represented as . 

A. I _ i . 
(р-к-У А ^ - 2 Р ^ ~ ZY~(*.-&V) (35) 

14 ГЫ /-* •* -» с Л As a result, the operator of quasi-potential V j ; w ( fc c~^f j P j tn U 

which corresponds to the matrix element of the scattering ampli
tude (5), can be written through its spin structured in the 
following way 

(36) 

_2_ 



A - i f e-J?. 

Now let us clarify the meaning of differpnt 'rrms nppenrmy in 
(36). The first term, яз it is clear from (3£.), describes the 
Coulomb interaction of spinleaa particles, because it corresponds 
to the same Feynman diagram as Jrawn in Fig. {l),if one would 
consider the solid lines there as соггез-onding to scalar particles, 
but not to spinor ones. 

In nonrelativiatic limit, neglecting in (36) oil the terms 
proportional to ~ , only the first terra contributes, which 
according to (24), transforma into the nonrelativistic Coulomb 
potential - ilfle*- — - „-r . In the next ~- ftpproxima-

tion, a mnvanishing contribution comes from the second, third 
and fourth terms in \-26}. The \н Л term does not contribute 
because of its proportionality u> -Ц̂  . Thus, we find that in 
the nonreletivistic limit, with r.ccr-unt of terms of the or.ier of 
— only the operator vf cr.iaoi-potential (36) is 

VZjfc-WH)-

Л7" 

(37) 

~lwe. L 
ft 
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is the difference of vectors in Euclidean apace. 
The terms in the second line in (36) and (37) describe the 

spin-spin interaction and have the same form in the relativistic 
case •• in the nonrelativistic one. The transformation from 
one theory to another in these terms is performed by change of 
Lobachevsky geometry to Euclidean one for the nonrelatlvlstic case. 
Sо it is possible to say that the spin-spin interaction in the 
second order in coupling constant has an "absolute" geometrical 
character according to replacement of nonrelativistic theory 
by relativistic one. The terms in the third line in (36) and (37) 
describe the spin-orbital interaction. The spin structure of this 
interaction also has an "absolute" geometrical meaning. The terms 
in the fourth line of (36) and (37) have the orbital origin. 

Now the last term in (36) can be expanded in the following 
spin structures 

A F € ' ̂  ~Ji (38) 

ir,^.M fair*]*tztr%L. 
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The equations (1), (2) and (33), (34) are written in cm.a., so 
the wave function ЧСл fv")&e. describes the relntivt notion of 
two particles with equel maasea and spin 1/2, Therefore, we cnn 
add the spins of particles using uaual additional rules for two 
angular momenta in quantum mechanics. Let us define the wave func 
tion with the total spin p - 0y ± 

i yp*r=z: <а>**'̂ > v^**-
Using the relation for Ciebsh-Gordan coefficients 

•M. яе represent an equation (33) in the form 

(39) 

(40) 

quasi-potential V P/ycV)?' ?) E„) 

(41) 

where the quasi-potential V vi^WP'P'ito ) ie defined 
by equality 

On transforming the second line in (36) to the form 

where 
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end taking the last, terra in the form (38) it becomes clear that 
spin operators of particles emerge in quaai-potential only in the 
form of the total spin 3 . Thus, the quaai-potential (36) commutes 
with the operator £ , i.e. the total spin of the system is 
conserved. In general case, the singlet-triplet transitions are 
forbidden because of the Peuli principle. Therefore the quasi-
potential in {33} can be taken being diagonal in the total spin 

That leais to a separation of equation (33)lnto two equations, one-
for the triplet state and the second - for the singlet one. 

Now let us study another part of quasi-potential, that cor
responds to a diagram of "exchang*;" interaction given by expression 
(6). The denominator in (6) can be represented in the following 
way 

{'pl.-**.)* ̂ -2k^~£p^H x =Zv*(**~&h> (43) 

£ = /V)#= t^l£^= ^T^f (44) 
1 ил 

and 

£ 2 fAf*) » ?-*«? =£*£(*••+ -J^ ) . (45) 
Obviously, applying to (6) the same transformations (14-19) ; 
allowing to represent the "direct" quasi-potential (5) in the form 
(29), we come to analogous representation for "exchange" quasi-
potential 

^f^\K^(^^'>- ( (46, 



It. is easy to be convinced of that the explicit expression for 
"exchange" quasi-potential can be obtained from £36) by cmn^in?', tne 
vector A ~ Vc"f-̂ p by the vector Zk 4 = VcTc+j p" and гаяking 
use of equality 

The functions in (4G) describe Winner rota
tion that performs a "removing" of spin indices from momentum 
-jc" onto momentum p 

3. Now let us consider an important сазе of electron-positron 
interaction- In papers ' the quasi-potential method was 
applied for description of this system. In * ' it was shown 
that the wave function of this system satisfies ecuotions (1) 
and (2), Our aim here ia to show that the spin structure of the 
quasi-potential in this case can be built analogously to electron 
-electron interactions with the help of elements of Lobachevsky 
space. As before.our consideration will be confined to the quasi-
potential in the second approximation in coupling constant. Quite 
analogously to (4) the quasi-potential is constructed with the help 
of matrix elements of scattering amplitude, consisting of two 

p a r t S * * - ' — . £*>!-». fi-'-r'^ 

(47) 

The first term in (47) 
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^<r»c-'s 

--ive*- r- 4 Z " (48) 
{ pi. - K-O 

corresponds to "scattering" diagram ( see Fig. 2 ). 

TX 

Fig. 2. 

*) and to the expression bw^fb^f^i 
( F> + Р0 г < 4 9 ) 

there corresponds " annihilation " diagram, drawn in Fig. 3. 

Biepinor 1* У*} , corresponding to positive energy solution 
of Dirac equation,and negative energy biapinor V t*) are 
connected with the expansion of apinor field in creation and 
annihilation operators as follows: 

4W ,A-„.f ̂ ?{Л>)V*fe) + Л Р ) ^ ) (5o) 



Fig. 3. 

Let us perform a transition in (48) to the charge-conjugated bi-
spinors that describe positrons ( cf. with paper '"'; with the 
help ;f matrix С = Y J 

v=cu' V = U С (52) 

A charge-conjugated bispinor W(&) has the same form aa bi-
spinor (8): 

where ч|^Г0сГ+^) =: У 

$v = z* 

(53) 

Аз a result the operator of the quasi-potential (48), rewritten 

«JwlYXllW-*"*' 
ffr^aJfT^^^^^ 

Sca.tt"-^ ( ) > - ^ (54) 

after the transformations, analogous to those used to obtain from 
(5) the expression (36), will be of the same form as (36). 
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now we .snail study the express ion ( I O ) . In order '.o ge t a 

<.,?S3ibilit.) tr> use in {49 1 the r e l e t ion (15) for s e p a r a t i o n of 

'A'igner rn tn t inr . l e t us c-!.pinge the ostler of b iap inors in (49) . An 

" p p l i c n t i o n of F i r t ? theorem аЦочй to represen t tm nuraerntor of 

v49) in the form: 

Let us perform t l . e t rana i t ion in (55) t o charge-conjugated bJ;-ipinors 

Afith the help of ( 5 2 ) . Taking i n to account the r e l a t i o n s 

we ob ta in for (49) the fol lowing r e p r e s e n t a t i o n 

ff^f.^ . . . . . . + • 
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(57) 

•f T L M t • i • ...и»..— и ' - - • 

In c.m.s. the denominator of (49) can be written as 
i _ 4 I 

Thus, after transformation of <;uaiii-potential (49) to the forr. 
(56) we can use the relation (15). As a result analogously to (29) 
the quasi-potential (56) can be represented in the form 

where ™ * 

^ 4 < 1 ^ * ^ > = !58! 

- > J ни» «t «I 
So , in the case of electron-positron interaction, described by 
the quasi-potential (47), after the transition in equations (1) 
and (2) to the wave function (32) which spin indices ore "sitting" 
on the aame momentum ^ , equation* (1) and (2) take the form 
(33)-(34). 

Let ua study now the spin structure of the quasi-potential 
"V". * * f Л?*-}?; ?jE P ) . The apir. structure, given by the 
second term in (565 ie defined by (22). The structures, correspond
ing to the first and last line in (56), have been found in paper' ; 
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(ЬЭ) 
[гГ'Г?) *Ч~)] [**(•?' ^(-г)]-= %(?,*) --

The spin structure of the quesx-potential (58} corresponding 
to the third line in (56) is defined by the spin structure of the 
axial current 

The matrix S^ , due to ita dependence on matrix oC , commutes 
with / jt makes it possible to use relatione (15) and (18). So, 
after separating of Wigner rotation, we find the expression for 
axial current components: 

Taking account of symmetry relatione 

we come to the equality 

J 1 WN^AO+WV) 
(64) 

+ 4 tff lftre*Wgg)(gjQ + 
Г -Vv> 

Vv\ J 
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Thus, finally the qu**3i-potential which describes 'he mi-T.vi . >••. 

>Г electron and noaitron and stands in equations (.v) 'in>: ^^^••\,, ш 

where the quasi-potential operator \/~ (&<-->f'\' E« |ns it was 
shown before, is given by (3C) with the opposite sign, and 

- 4т lirê  4. (Vv,1 -tf̂ ) 
The form of "Ĵ  f Г> ̂ У ^pff>*/ and 3 A (ft*) i b Л в Г ' г ' е Л 

by relations (53), (60) and (B4), respectively. Aith the help of 
(22) and (36), it is easy also to define J . ( 3 £» \ 

4 w, (i.^) J ̂  
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potential (f.S). Ti^inR into account that the denominator in (65) 
is proportional tr • , the contribution to * л и „ ' K 6"'>P^I>J \) 

*ill give the fir:.t term in (66), \Jg and t.ie term ^££o_+^Z.. 
. vv>i (ff, ff^j in the third line of (64). As a result in the 

nonrelativiatLc limit only the expression 

contributes to "annihilation" part of the quasi-poten
tial (47), This expression is used in Breit equation for 
description of positronium. 

4. In conclusion we UT'J ̂ oing to summarize the results 
obtained here. 'A'e have tnken 7V?y;unan matrix elements of the 
scattering amplitude, corresponding to one-photon exchange,'is 
the quasi-potential. It turns out, thr,t after separation from them of 
the Wiener rotation, that nas the klnematlcal nature^they are 
parametrized, through the juantities defined on the hyperboloid(3),\.e, 
belonging to Lobachev;;^- s pace. An expansion of the quasi-potential 
In spin structures way carried out without using the expansion In £ . 

It is remarkable thflt in this consideration some terms in the 
expansion of the qua:ii-potential in spin structures and the spin 
structures themselves l<;ok like the direct geometrical ( in the 
sense of change of Euclidean geometry by Lobachevsky one) 
relstivistic generalization of spin structures and potentials 
in quantum mechanics. The natural continuation of formalism 
developed here will consist in its formulation in the relativistic 

/7/ configuration representation ' because in this representation 
the relativistic Coulomb problem has been explicitly solved for 
the spinless case» 
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